
Keyboarding
Ms. Wong

     Welcome to the new school year in the 
lab! We have spent most of 1st quarter 
learning the rules of the lab and how to 
take care of a computer properly.  In the 
lab, we also worked on remembering how 
to log in and out of the computers 
correctly and quickly to become more 
self-directed learners.  Everyone is 
practicing typing on the  keyboards using 
two hands.  
     Some bonus learning that is taking 
place this year is learning how to borrow 
books from our school library again.  
Along with the computer lab and library, 
all of our 5th graders are also working 
hard on learning about video production 
and media training to provide our school 
with educational videos to watch and 
learn from throughout the year. Stay 
tuned! 
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Congratulations to the students who were selected 
by their teachers for good behavior to visit the Bishop 
Museum for free on October 5th. This trip funded by 
Native Hawaiian Education Program (NHEP) and the 
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum gave our students a 
deep insight to Native Hawaiian and Polynesian 
navigation. A quote from one the  students, “It was 
the best field trip of my life!” There were 57 
participants on this trip and we were all grateful for 
the learning experience and opportunity!

OHANA DAY
Come help beautify our 
school and work in the 

garden! 

Saturday
Nov. 2, 2019

9  -12 PM

Bring food to share for the 
potluck!

If interested please 
contact Ms. Andree 

Paradis at 
andreeparadis51@gmail.com 
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MUSIC
Lucille Frances
K-5

As a foundation in music literacy, students are being 
introduced to basic music concepts through SINGING 
AND MOVING. The songs are chosen from North 
American and International children’s folk songs. Song 
games, movement with music and folk dancing will be a 
steady part of the music program. Grades 3, 4, 5 Folk 
songs continue to be the vehicle for further learning in 
the upper grades. We are continuing with using the 
voice as an instrument in order to learn proper singing, 
in-tune singing and literacy. Sheet music will be 
gradually introduced into the lessons. Learning to read 
music begins with the learning of songs from a score.
Qtr. 3 will include exposure to orchestra and instruments 
of orchestra. As well, a further exposure to classical 
music will increase in qtr. 3. Orchestral videos and story 
telling with orchestra will be part of their lessons. Atr. 4 
will include more time with percussion and drumming in 
all grades. These classes will be advanced practices of 
the rhythm and sight reading practices that they have 
been learning ßthrough out.

STEAM K-2
Andree Paradis
S.T.E.A.M. Classes fire into Fall with Ms. A’s Kindergarten and First Grade 
Earth Science Classes studying trees,  their unique characteristics, what it 
takes for them to grow and why we NEED them! The Second Grade Jr. 
Master Gardener Classes are learning healthy eating habits/planted beans 
in the garden, and also learning about the Ala Wai Canals unhealthy 
ecosystem. They will participate making and placing microbes “Genki 
Balls” in the canal with the intent of helping to restore the canals water 
quality. We also have a new Out Door Education Classroom for all to use! 
Lastly, a big thanks to the Men’s Shed volunteers building the beauty 
picnic tables!!

STEAM 3-5
Keo Genus
Our class recently studied insects. We learned 
about the main characteristics of all insects,  as 
well as both positive and negative attributes they 
have which affects us and the environment. 
Students explored entomology by learning how to 
collect insect samples, create origami insect 
cases, as well as mount the insect specimens  by 
pinning them unto foam boards. See our works at 
the front office bulletin boards.


